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July 24, 1967.

Mrs. Mary Polk Green, Law Librarian,  
Vanderbilt University,  
Nashville, Tennessee 37203

Dear Mary,

It was good hearing from you and thanks so very much for the detailed report of everything!

I thought I would hear from Dorothy this week but she probably would not let me know about her condition unless I call. I thought about it yesterday, but everything went wrong — including my wrenching my foot (It will be o.k. just a little swollen) — plus the car not starting! So I just did not get around to calling. I will this week one night I am sure.

I will attend the Charleston meeting and I will take the discussion on: Forms and form letters, routing slips, circulation forms — things for external use in dealing with patrons, students, faculty and so forth. I am afraid I don't have much to show in the way of forms — but I will work up something and get the ball rolling as you suggest.

I will also have a treasurer's report and will also write Joan Faunt for the minutes.

It is good to know that Caroline is back in our region. I am very fond of her.

I will write the two people you suggest, plus Caroline. I might write Ann Kelly to see if she would like to room with me at the meeting, though I have been by myself for so long that I may just keep my single reservation. It's surprising what you can get used to within 4 years. Dorothy would prefer rooming by herself it seems; but I doubt if she will get to go to Charleston since it is such a long drive, anyway.

Mother fell and broke her hip and within 10 days it was all over with. It was such a relief for me, of course, and I was glad she thought she was at home, even in the hospital, because she never wanted to leave her home.

Hope you enjoy New York but guess it will be real work.

AS ever,